Sea Turtle Quiz

Were you smarter than Fletch?

1. Temporary “egg tooth”  CARUNCLE
2. Dorsal shell of a turtle  CARAPACE
3. Overlaying the bony carapace  SCUTE
4. Ventral shell of a turtle  PLASTRON
5. Cold-blooded  ECTOTHERMIC
6. Crushing jaw  LOGGERHEAD
7. Mass nesting  ARRIBADA
8. Feeds on sponge  HAWKSBILL
9. Feeds on plants & animals  OMINVORE
10. Hunts other animals  PREDATOR
11. Living in the open ocean  PELAGIC
12. Newly hatched turtle  HATCHLING
13. Oceans deadliest predator  PLASTIC
14. Has a backbone  VERTEBRATE

Good Job!